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0. Introduction 
Since the early 1960’s much work has been done in topology on spaces whose 
topology is “determined” by sequences. The F&he t (= FGchet-Urysohn) spaces of 
Arhangel’skii [l] and the sequential spaces of Franklin [6 and related concepts have 
been studied in detail by many people (e.g., see Franklin [6,7] for references). Meyer 
[18] extended these ideas by considering topologies “determined” by all nets on 
directed sets of cardinality less than or equal to some infinite cardinal. As any space is 
“determined” by such a class for some cardinal, Meyer’s work gives a “sequential” 
type theory for general topological spaces. Also Harris [:l 11, Herrlich 1121, Howes 
[ 141 and Kent [ 171 considered spaces “determined” by nets directed by well-ordered 
sets in a similar manner. 
One major question is that of the behavior of products of sequential spaces and of 
Frbchet spaces, Examples of sequential spaces whose product is not a sequential 
space have been given by Dudley [5/1, Franklin [6], Harley and Stephenson [lo], and 
others. Positive results on thr lC problem have been obtained by Boehme [4] and 
Michael [1.9], Little work on the product question for the non-sequential cases has 
bzzi; &ne. 
* This paper contains results from the author’s dissertation written under Professors Jerry E. Vaughan 
and Robert M. Stephenson, Jr. at the University of North Carolina at Chapel H1:l. 
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In considering some product properties for certain compactness conditions, 
Vaughan [2O] was led to consider spaces whose topology is “determined” by an 
arbitrary class of nets. He defined three classes of spaces, n-net, a-Fr6chet and 
&neighborhood, which extended the concepts of sequential, Fr6chet and first 
countable spaces, respectively. *These concepts also inclu e the analogous non- 
sequential cases mentioned above. In particular, questions concerning the behavior 
of the products of these spaces were raised. 
This paper is a study of the spaces defined by Vaughan. We show that the previous 
results are unified and extended by these concepts. n particular, the properties of 
product spaces are investigated in detail; and an equivalence is shown to exist 
between the Continuum Hypothesis and properties of certain of these product 
spaces. Some improvements are also made in the sequential results using our 
approach, 
The following conventions will be employed. Throughout his paper In will denote 
a class of directed sets. The partial order on any set in I(t will be deuoted by “G”. A 
space will mean a topological space and a map will mean a continuous function. An 
O-net in X will be a net in X whose domain is an element of 0. Standard terminology 
concerning convergence of nets will be used (e.g., see Kelley [IS]). Ordinal numbers 
will be sets and cardinal numbers will be initial ordinals. The cardinality of X is 
denoted by 1x1. We let wo denote the first non-finite ordinal, o1 the first uncountable 
ordinal, etc. The symbol 1 will be used for the topological sum4.e., coproduct in the 
category of spaces and maps). 
asic defuaitims and rem 
efinftion 1.1 [Vaughan, 201. Let X be a space,. 
(a) X is said to be an f&net space if a set U c X is open if and only if every n-net 
converging to a point in U is eventually in U. 
(b) X is said to be an L!-F%chet space if for every set H c X, then x E Cl 
only if there is an O-net in H converging to x in the space X 
(c) X is said to be an f&neighborhood space if for every x E there exists a D E 0, 
a neighborhood base N of x and a surjectil,re function f: D -) N so that the following 
holds :
if d, d’ E D and d s d’, then f(d)sf(d’).. 
The following terminology will be convenient. If I/ c X, X a space, and U has the 
property that every O-net converging to a point in U is eventually in U, then U is 
said to be O-net open. The complement of an n-net open set is said to be O-net 
closed. Thus, a space is an a-net space if and onky if every &net open set is open. 
If 0 = (wo), then we are concerned with the class of all sequences; and the above 
definitions are equivalent to the special cases defined by aukli~ [6] and 
Arhangel’skii [l]. In other words, an {wo}-net space is a sequential space, an 
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(wo)-FrCchet space is a Fr6chet space, and an {wo}-neighborhood space is a first 
countable space. Also, (oo}-net open and {wo)-net closed are Franklin’s seq~nticslly 
ope!n and sequentially closed. We also have the m-sequential spaces considered by 
eyer [la], by taking 0 to be the class of all directed sets having cardinality no more 
than m. The spaces tudied by Harris [ 111, Herrlich [ 121, Howes 1141, and Kent [ 1171 
can also be studied in this frsmework by a suitable choice for a. 
The following results generalize the known results for special 0. The proofs, 
except where noted, use the same techniques as the sequential cases. 
ition 1.1 [Vaughan, 201. 
(a) An Q-neighborhood space is an a-Fre’chet space. 
(b) An In-Fte’chet space is an O-net space. 
The above implications are not reversible ven for a = {wO}, (see Franklin [6]). 
However, if 0 is the class of all directed sets, then al three concepts arti eq,eivabent. 
An open problem is to characterize the classes 0 for which the three concepts 
coincide. 
Proposition 1.2 [Vaughan, 201. Let X be a space. Then the following are equivalent 
(a) X is an O-net space. 
I (b) if H c X, then H is closed if and only if ior every a-net in H with convergent 
point x E XV then x E H. 
(c) If H c X, then His closed if and only if for every S&net with values frequen tly in 
Hand convergent point x E X, then x E H. 
The proof of (b)-(c) in Proposition 1.2 uses the following lemma whic’h will be 
useful in later work. 
mm8 1.1 [Vaughan, 201. If f: D + Xis a net which converges to x and is jkequently 
in k! c X, then there exists a net g: 1, + H (i.e., a net’ with the same domain a.nd in H) 
which converges to x. 
o&ion 1.3. Every open or closed subspace of an C&net space is an O-net space. 
roof is a standard argument concerning convergence in open or closed 
sjubspaces. Note that an arbitrary subspace of an &?-net space need not be an L!-tiet 
space even for LI = {u& as shown by Franklin [6, Example 1.81. Cllf course, arbitrary 
subspaces of &!-neighborhood spaces 3.re n-neighborhood spaces. 
The topologicul sum of Q-net (O-neighborhood) spaces is an Inset 
. A quotient image of an -net sglace is an a-net sparce. 
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Quotient maps will be used to characterize O-net spaces iTheorem 2.1). 
T!zs next result is a necessary technical fact whose proof is immediate from the 
definition. 
mposition 1.6. Let X be an O-net space, and 0’ a class of dkected sets so that 
0’ 2 C4!. Then X is an U-net space. 
The next result gives a nice categorical property of a-net spaces which extends the 
sequential case due to S. Baron [33. See, for example, Herrlich and Strecker [131 for 
defini:ions. 
Theorem Ll. For all 0, the category of O-net spaces and n+~ is a coreflective 
subcategory of the category of spaces and maps. 
The proof of Theorem I. 1 can be attained by using Propositions 1.4 and 1 5 and a 
result of J.F. Kennison IlO, Theorem A]; or the coreflection of ( 7) can be obtained 
by using the smallest SE-net opology on X larger than 7. 
These results can also be approached via the concept of natvral cover of Franklin 
@I . 
Le A mapping characterization of O-net spaces 
In [61p Franklin characterized sequetltial spaces as quotient images of first count- 
able spaces. Meyer [18] extended this result by characterizing m-sequential spaces as 
quotients of spaces of local charact:r <rn (i.e., O-neighborhood spaces where 
0 = {.DI Di G m)). We show that the results extend for any f2. Since quotients of 
O-net spaces are O-net spaces, all tha ts needed is an O-neighborhood space which 
maps onto a given O-net space via a quotient map. The construction is based on that 
of Franklin. It must be modified, however, due fc the fact that the class 0 may not be 
a set. 
eorem 2.1, E)ery O-net space is the quotient image of an J2-rteighborhood space. 
roof. Let X be an O-net space. For each O-net f: D-,.X which converges to a 
point x in X, let F(D, f, d) = { f(d’)ld’ a d}, for all d E D. Let F(D, f) = 
{F(D, f, d)ld E D}, a filterbase on X which converges to n. Ll3t F = {F(D,f)lf 3 
convergent O-net in X with domain D}. For each F(D, fj, there exists a surjective 
function ~5 : D -+ ?(D, f) defined by 4(d) = F(D, f, d); and for . d,d’ED,ifdad’, 
then 4(d)c (b(d’). Choose xd E 4(d) for 41 d ED. Then for ea convergent point x 
of F(D, f) define 
S(FWf), x)= ~kild~D)ti{~), 
where d represents the disjoint union. Topologize S(F(D, f), n) by making each 
point xd isolated, and letting basic neigh orhoods of x be of ;: e form (Xd,ld’B 
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d) d(x), d E D. Each S(F(D, f), x) looks like a “copy” of D with a limit point “x”. 
Then each S(F is an O-neighborhood space. Now define X* = 
1 S(F(.D,f), x) the coproduct being over the subset of F x X Iconsisting of all 
terbases in F and their convergent points. Then X* is an &neighborhood space by 
roposition 1.4. Define 4: X* + X by c&) = x. Clearly 4 is a surjecticn, in light of the 
constant nets. We now show 4 is a quotient map. To show 4 is continuous, it suffices 
to show it is continuous on each S(F(p, f), x). Let U be open X and q-“(U)n 
S(F(L),f), x&0. Since all points but possibly x are isolated, we need only be 
concerned with x. So if x E 4_l( U)n S(F(D, f), x), then q(x) E U. Nowfconverges to 
x, so F(D, f) converges to x. Hence there exists E = F(D, f, d) E F(D, f) such that 
EC v.Then{Xd’ld’3d}\C)(X}tq-‘(U) CV an IS a neighborhood of x in X*. Therefore, 
q-*(U) is open. 
To show 4 is quotient, let U c X be such that q-l(U) is open in X*. ‘We show U is 
open by showing X\U is O-net closed, and hence closed by Proposition 1.2(b). Let f 
be ah O-net so that f: D + X9 f converges to x and f(o j c X\ U. If x E U, there exists 
dEI)sothatxE(~~~ld’~d}~{w}cq-‘(~J),sinceq-’(U)isopen.lButthencr;(~~~)E U
for all d’ > d. Hence, f is frequently in U. This is a contradiction. Therefore, x & U, 
i.e., x E X\U which then is O-net closed. Therefore, 4 is a quotient map. 
Corollary 1. A space is an &?-net space if and opzly if it is the quotient of an 
a-neighborhood space. 
Proof. The proof follows from the Theorem and Proposition 1.9. 
Corollary 2 [Franklin, 61. A space is sequential if and only if it is the quotimt of a first 
countable space. 
Proof. Let 0 = (~0). Then X* in the Theorem is first countable. 
CotoUary 3 [Meyer, 18]. A space is m-sequential if and only if it is the quotient of a 
space of local character sm. 
of. Let 0 ={DllDlsti$ 
The &neighborhood space constructed in Theorem 2.1 will be of use later, so we 
state the following. 
Let X be an a-net space. Let X* denote the O-neighborhood space 
associated with X constructed in Theorem 2.1. 
In [l], Arhangel’skii characterized Tr Frkchet spaces in terms of special quotient 
images of metric spaces. Franklin strengthened this to images of a special type of 
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metric space (namely, X* of Definition 2.1 for the sequential case). For general 0, 
X* is an R-neighborhood space, but of course not metric. So the proper generaliza- 
tion for J2-Frechet spaces is to certain images f n-neighborhood spaces. We now 
make this precise. 
[Arhangel’skii]. Let f: X + Y be a surjective map. Then f is called 
pseudo-open if for every y E Y and open set U of’, y E Intyf(U). 
Pseudo-open maps are a generalization of both open and closed maps, and are 
quotient maps. The following lemma is a generalization ofArhangel’skii’s result. The 
proof is essentially that of Franklin [6, Proposition 2.31. 
a8 3.1. Let f: X + E;be a pseudo-open map. If Xis an a-Frkhetspace, then Y is 
WI C&Frelhet xpace. 
eorem 3.1. 
hood space. 
Euery O-Frkhet space is the pseudo-open image of an O-neighbor- 
IN&. Let X be J2-FrCchet and X* be as in Definition 2.1. Then X* is an 
O-neighborhood space. It suffices to show that 4: X* +X is pseudo-open. Let x E X 
and U be open in X* with U 3 qW1(x). If xrf Int&(U)), then x E C~(X\(I(U)). Since 
X is a-Fr&chet, there exists an O-net f: D -E X\q( U) so that f converges to x. Recall 
that x E S(E), f, x)c X*. Since x E q-‘(rs)c U and U is open, x E X\q(U). This is a 
contradiction. So x E Int q(U), and 4 is pseudo-open. 
ary I. A space is an O-Frtkzhet space if and only if it is the pseudo-open image 
of an O-neighborhood space. 
roof, This follows from the Theorem, Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 1.1(a). 
Thus &net spaces are quotient images of O-neighborhood spac.:s and O-Frdchet 
. spaces are pseudo-open images of a-neighbdrhood spaces. 
[Arhangel’skii (l), Franklin (6)]. Among Hausdorff spacef, Pkfchet 
spaces are preckely the pseudo-open images of metric spaces. 
. Let LZ = {w& Then X* is a mf:tric space. 
3 [Meyer, 181. space is m-F&het if and only if it is the pseudo-open 
image of a space of local character GW. 
* is of local character GW, 
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e can use Theorem 3.1 to characterize those O-net spaces which are R-Frkhee; 
efinition and two lemmas are needed. 
. Let f: X + Y be a quotient map. Then f is said to be hereditarily 
quotient if for each Z c Y, the map f)f--l(z) :f-l(Z)+2 is a quotient map. 
[Arhangel’skii, 11. A map is pseudo-open if and only if it is hereditarily 
qtmtiem 
Le a 3.3. Let X be hereditarily an &pret space. Then q: X* +X is hereditarily 
quotient. 
Proof. q is already known to be quotient. et Y c X, p = qIs--l(yj, Let U c Y sa that 
p”(U) is open in q-‘(Y). Since Y is an O-net space, it suffices to show U is O-net 
open. Let f be an O-net in Y such thatf: D --, Y and f converges to y E U in Y. “ilyhen f 
converges to y in X. So y E S(D, f, y) c q-‘(Y), and p-‘(U) is a neighborhood of y in 
qB1( Y). By the same argument as in Theorem 2.1, U is O-net open and hence open 
in Y. So p is a quotient map. 
&oposition 3.1. An &net space, X, is &Fre’het if and only if it is hereds’tmi!y an 
f&net space. 
of. “+“. This is clear from the fact that arbitrary subspaces of a-Frkhet spaces 
are &Frkhet spaces and Proposition 1.1 (b). 
“*“. By Lemma 3.3,4: X* +X is hereditarily quotient, so q is pcaudo-open by 
Lemma 3.2. Hence X is an O-Frkhet space by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 1.1 (a). 
Corofiary [Franklin, 61. A sequential space is Frkhet if and only if it is hereditarily 
sequential. 
4. &W@mp8cfness nd product theorems 
The product of two sequential spaces is not necessarily a sequential space (see e.g., 
Dudley [5], Franklin [63, and Harley and Stephenson [IO]). However, Michael [ 191 
using partial results of Boehme [4] showed the following to be true: 
Theorem 4.1 [Michael, 191, Let X be a regular TI sequential space. 7iken the follu wing 
are equivulent : 
(a) X is locally countably (locally sequentially) cmn~~t~ and 
(b) the pyodtict of X with any sequential space is a sequential space. 
The purfJose of this section is to set the stage for our generalization of Michael’s 
result. Our main product heorem heorem 5 c 1) wig1 show that, flor many the 
oehme- ichael result holds foi -net spaces, i.e., conditions (a) and are 
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equivalent where “sequential” is replaced by “&net” and the compactness condi- 
tions are replaced by analogous “f&compactness” conditions. An example will be 
given to show that the conditions are not equivalent for all a. The necessary 
defiaftioqs and theory of the “&compactness” conditions are now developed, 
including an interesting relationship with the Continuum Hypothesis. 
.l [Vaughan, 201. A space X is said to be &compact if every &net in X 
has a clusier point. 
Many major forms of compactness are possible under this defintion. We note a few 
of interest o us below; see Vaughan [20) for others. 
‘Examples of J2 -compact spaces 
(a) If L? = {(LJ& then &!-compact iscountably compact. 
(b) If 0 is t%r. class of all directed sets, then R-compact is compact. 
(c) If 0 is t‘he class of well-ordered sets, then D-compact is compact. 
Just as sequential compactness has proved to be important in product theorems 
concerning selquential spaces, an analogous notion is needed for arbitrary 0. 
Definition 4.2. A space X is said to be a-subconvergent if every a-net in X has a 
convergent &subset, i.e., a convergent a-net which is a subnet of the given net. 
Then if f1 =(oo), L!-subconvergent is sequentially compact. For other 0, 
929subconvergent apparently has not been defined in the iiterature” 
Michael’s result can be rephrased using our terminology as: 
Let 0 = {wO) and Xbe a regular Tl -O-rzet spccce; Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is a locally O-compact space, 
(b) X is a locally Csubconvergent space, and 
(c) the product of X with any O-net space is an O-net space. 
The equivalency of (a) and (b) in Theorem 4.1’ is not extendable to arbitrary 0 
(Proposition 4.2). However, for many a, (b) and (c) are still equivalent (Theorem 
5.1). Thus, we are led to study a-subcontcrgence as the key concept, 
3. A space, X, is said to be locally &compact (@subconvergent) if 
every point of ,c has a neighborhood whose closure is &compact (Gsubcon- 
vergent). 
The next proposition gives a relationship between the two concepts. The pro 9 is a 
standard argument about cluster points. 
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osi . Every (locally ) R-subconvergent space is (locally ) &compacr. 
The converse of Proposition 4.1 is an item of major interest. I3y a result of Franklin 
bl in sequential spaces the converse is true if fi = Iwo}. As a corollary to a later 
product heorem (Proposition KS), we will see that the converse also holds when fi 
consists of a single well-ordered set. That the converse is not true in general is shown 
by the following example. An interesting fact is that the equivalency in this example 
of the two concepts is equivalent o the Continuum Hypothesis and hence is 
independent of the usual axioms of set theory. The example will also be useful ater 
concerning products of &neighborhood spaces. 
reposition 4.2. Let I be the closed unit interval with the usual topolog+ Let 0 be a 
class of directed sets so that 00 E 0. Then the following are true. 
(a) I is a compact, locally compact, losally Gcompact, (locally) sequentially 
compact, On-neighborhood space. 
(b) If Q = (~0, ol), then I is not locally a-subconvergent. 
(c) Let w, be a cardina! which is not the countable sum of lesser cardinals. Then I is 
locally (~0, o,)-subconvergent if and only if 2uQ c Iw, 1. 
(d) X is locally (~0, o&subconvergent if and only if the Continuum Hypotlzesis 
holds. 
Proof. (a) Clearly, 1 is a compact, locally compact, mteric space. Hence it is 
n-compact, and locally O-compact for any 0. As it is first countable, it is sequen- 
tially compact and an &neighborhood space for any 0 2 (w& 
(b) TO show I is not (locally) (00: ol}-subconvergent we demonstrate an (oi}-net 
with no convergent (oO, wi}-subnet. The proof clearly holds on any neighborhood of 
any point of I, since compact basic neighborhoods are homeomorphic to I. Let 
0 = {~a, 01). Since 111 a Iw& we may let f: 01 +X be a l-to-l mapping. Let x0 E 1. 
We shcw no JZ-subnet of f converges to .ico. If so, let 4: l.3 - ol, D E 61. 5e at. 
increasing cofinal function so that f 04 converges to ,x0. If D = wo, then o1 has B 
countable cofinal subset, which is impossible. Hence D mu.st be 01. But let Un, n E N, 
be a countable base for x0. Then there exists cyn E o1 so that f+(a) E Un for all 
cy acu,. Let /3 =sup[a,ln EN}<wl. Then for all ar a@, f+(cu)en, Un =(x0), i.e., 
foq5@-u)=xo. But since f is injective, 4((~)=4(#) for all cusp. So Id(wl)ls 
I4(b zqla! E WlHl = looI c lwl* I-I ence 4 is not cofinal. This is a contradiction. 
0 C “t”, If Ii) = 2’0- H Iq,l, then, as in the proof of (b), we can assume there exists 
an injective net. The technique of the proof then applies, for o, is not the countable 
sum of fewer, smaher cardinals. 
“+“. If f is any sequence in I, then f has a convergent subsequence as X is 
sequentially compact. If f is an {+)-net and Iw,l< 2Ko, then f frequently takes on a 
single value and so has a constant, hence converging, &?-subnet. 
his follows immediately from (c> si e wz satisfies the hypothesis, and the 
st nt that lozl> 2*0 is the Continuum 
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roducts sf KS-net 
We now turn TV questions concerning products of n-net spaces; in particular, our 
goal is a generalization ofthe Michael-Boehme result (Theorem 4.1). Our 
is immediate. 
o&ion 5.1. Let n XQ be an O-net spcrce. en Xm is an l2-ne? spme, for a21 at. 
The next result is a generalization of Boehme’s theorem [4]. The proof is an 
extension of Boehme’s. 
toposition 5.2. LZP X be a regular, locally f&stibcmvergent, &net ce. Then fur 
every O-net space Y, X X Y is an O-net space. 
As we have stated, Michael proved the converse of this result. His proof depended 
on the result of Franklin, that in a Tl sequential space countable compactness implies 
sequential compactness. We have seen that in arbitrary In-net spaces, J&compact 
does not imply &subconvergent. For many f2, however, it is true that the space must 
be locally a-subconvergent. For these classes the converse of Proposition 5.2 is true, 
and the Michael-Boehme theorem can be generalized. 
The converse of Proposition 5.2 is not true for all classes In. For if 0 is the class of 
all directed sets, then being an o-net space is equivalent to being a space. Thus every 
product is an J&net space, i.e., a space; but not every regular space is locally 
.a-compact, i.e., locally compact. However, when .Q is “essentially” a collection of 
well-ordered sets the converse is true, and a necessary and sufficient condition is thus 
given for the prod-lrct to be an a-net space. For what other type of classes the 
converse holds rer;rains an open question. We will also see in Section 7 that whether 
the product of two &net spaces is an &space can even depend on the assumed set 
theory axioms. 
We now proceed to define the proper type of 0 for which the result can be proven 
and to give the proof. The following concept of Franklin and Sorgenfrey [9] will be 
useful. 
&&ion 5.1. Les D be a directed set with nc ’ st element. We define a topological 
space D* associated with D. Le da D and D* = D v {d). The points of D c D* are 
to be isolated, and a fundamental system of neighborhoods of6 is given by all sets of 
the form {d E Did 2 d’) u {;c”ll where d’ E D. 
For the special case where is a cardinal o, then D* = [O, u,J, the ordinals 
GO, with aF1 points isolate except he last which has the usual order neighborhoods. 
Note that D* is a (D]-neighborhood space. 
. A dirt:eted set to be Gofinally 
a cofinal sG.bset 6 of D SC Ithat C is well-ordered with the induced partial order. 
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Any well-ordered set, even a Iil~learly ordered,set, satisfies this definition., and these 
will be the cases of main interest. o us. 
* Let D be cofina& well-ordered. Let C c D be a cofinal well-ordered 
subset with the induced order. Identify C with an initial segment of zhe ordinaY 
numbers, say I(C). Then define cf(D) = cofinality (1(C)). 
Note that if D has a last elc ment, then D is cofinally well-ordered 2lnd that 
cf(D)= 0, the first ordinal. Also for any directed set D, cf(D) is a regular cardinal 
number, as is the cofinality of ar y ordinal. 
The reason for defining cf(D) is shown by the next two lemmas; fos the properties 
of cf(D) permit us to only have PQ consider “nice” cases in the proof of the main 
theorem. The proofs are immed ate, 
Lemma 5.1. Let D be cofinally w r?ll -ordered. Then any space is a (D)-net space if and 
only if it is a (cf(D))-net space. 
Lemma 5.2. Let D be cofinally lvell-ordered. Then any space is (cf(D)]-comila;r if 
and only if it is {D}-cornpcrct. 
Definition 5.6 . Lst Ll consist o’ cofinally well-ordered sets. Then 12 is said to be 
small if for every E E L! with cf( E) > 0, 
I(cf (D)lD E 0, cf(D) c ( ,f(E)}l < cf(E). 
Though it is necessary to assur rle that 0 is small in the main product heorem, the 
next iemma shows this to be on1 !I a weak requirement. 
Lemma 5,,3. If no inaccessible c lzr#dinal exists, ihen any coi’lection of cofinally well- 
ordered sets r’s small. 
Pro& Let N, = cc(E), E E 0, w ‘lere Q is the ordinal index of cf(E). Then QI G PiE,. If 
my = N,, then ar is a. limit ordinal. But since N, is re,+\ar and no inaccessible cardinals 
are assumed to exist, cy can not :,e a limit ordinal I Hence cy < 1~4,. But Ia, I= I{ PI @ a 
cardinal, bto s p d=: b-t,}, so I{ @I @ a regular cardinal, No g p < &}I =G Icr I< t%. There- 
fore, I(cf(D)lD E G, cf@) < cf(E 111 s I( .‘: I P a regular cardinal, PC0 s /3 < &}I s Icr I< 
b&, and Q is small. 
We now are in a position tc’ give the key result, The next proposition is the 
promised generalization of Micl I ael’s theorem. 
be a sm !f ckss of dwjina& wlell-ordered sets. If x is a regular 
&!-net space whbse product with my &net space is an f&net space, then X is locally 
In-compact, 
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hoof. Ev- Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, and Proposition 1.6, we can assume that fi consists 
~3 reguh cardinals. Assume X is not locally J2-compact at x0. Let {U&z E A} be a 
areighborhood base at x0 so that ua is not O-compact. Then there exist Da E 0, and 
/‘* : Da + Da for each CY so that fa ‘has no cluster point. Then each D, has no last 
<clement for otherwise fa would have a cluster point For each CT E A and d G Dp 
define Fz = Cl{ fa (d’)ld’ 2d}. Then nd Fz = 0 for each cy E A. 
efine a new space Y in the following manner. Consider the topological suQm of 
*:-re Dz (as in Definition 5. l), IpEA 02. In c, D”, identify all “last” elements cf the 
112’s tfo a single point ya. Let Y be the resulting quotient space of C, Dl and 
Jg :10; + Y the canonical quotient map. Now Y is a In-net space since it is the 
4; uotient of a sum of O-neighborhood spaces. We can view Y as a “fan” about y. with 
bt?le cuth “slat”, p(D,). 
We now define a set S c X X Y which will be O-net closed, but not closed. For 
z’ach cp E A, define S, = UdaD, (Fz x {d}& X x D,. Let i = idx, the identity map on 
A!;:. Let s = (i x p)(U, S& x x Y. 
Uairpz 1. S is not closed. Now (x0, y& S, but (xo9 y&z Cl S. 
’ !‘he proof of these two facts is similar to the proof of the analogous result in Michael’s 
j3rOOf. 
Klairat 2. S is O-net closed. Let f: D + S be an O-net so that f converges to 
{x, y ) E X x Y. We can assume D has no last element, for otherwise (x, y )E S. Let 
& ,T = rrpf and h = ?~pf. Then g converges to x and h converges to y. 
Case I. y # yo. Then y is isolated. So there exists d’ E D SO that for all d ad’, 
>:j(d)= y. Let Q! be so that p-‘(y) = y E Da. Then for all d ad’, g(d)E Ft. SO 
..r&lF; = FF. Hence (x9 y)~ (i X p)(FF X {y})~ S. 
Case 2. y = yo. Note that for each d E D, h(d) f yo since f(d)e S. Now assume that 
afor all a! E A, there exists da E Da so that for every d E D9 we have h(d)< d, when 
,if-‘(h(d))c D,.Thendefine UC Y byp-‘(U)nD, ={dld ~02, d ad,).Then U is 
;J neighborhood of y. in Y. But U n h(D) t= 0. This is a contradiction, for h converges 
ro yo. Hence there exists a0 E A so that for all e E D%, there exists d E D SO that 
p-‘(h (d)) E Dpu and h Cd)> e, i.e., h is “cofinal” in p(D,), the (~0 “slat” of Y. For the 
cardinals D and Dar0 we can not have D < Do0 because 0, is regular and 
‘{h(d)lp-‘(h(d))E D,O}) s d. Thus, we have two subcases to consider. 
(n) D = l&. We show x is a cluster point of faow Let U be a neighborhood of x in X 
and let d E D. We need to show U n Fp f 0. Now for each dr E D there exists d2 2 dl 
so that h (d&z De0 and h (dz) * d. For otherwise., since p-l * h is frequently in 0, 
there would be a cofinal subset of D of lesser cardinality; but D is : egular. Now since 
g converges to x, there exists dl E so that for all d’ 2 dl, g 
h(dz) 2 d. 
0 g(&) e U and 
Then g(d2) E Fj& ence Wn Fp XE~$ =F:*. 
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ore x E nd F:“, which s empty. This is a contradiction. Thus D > O,,. 
(b) D > D,,. Let A’ c A be all LY E A so that p- ’ 0 h. is “cofinal” in Da. Then A’ # 8 
since cyo E A’. Note that if cy E . (I’, then Da! s D since Da is regular. So assume D, < D 
for all Q) E A’. (The case Da =: D for one (x E A’ has been considered in part (a).) If 
there exists e E Dar so that fo - all d E D, h(d) s e, define ea to be such an e E Da. Let 
B be the class {ID&! E A 1. For /30 E B, let E = Da where IDal = PO, and let 
B(@o)={cu EA’IID~I =&}. FiBr each d E E define Ud c Y by 
and 
Z$ I-@~(&)= D 5 if p E A’\B(&). 
Then each & is a neighborllood of yo in Y. So for each d E E., there exists ~~ E D SO 
that for all A a Ad, hi &. Let A:, = sup{Ad(d E E). Then A$, <D, and h(Ag,)tz 
ndEE ud- But P-‘(n&E u )n Do = 8 for alI @ E B(@,), SO p-‘(h(A;,))& Dp for all 
flEB(&).NowletA*= sur {A&I&c B}. Since 6? is small, /B] < D and A* CD sir;ce 
D is a regular cardinal. Then k(A*)& DB for all p E A’, a contradiction. Thus, Case 
2 is impossible. 
Thus, we have shown S tc 1 be O-net closed. But S is not closed by Claim 1, so X x Y 
can not be an In-net space So X must be locally a-compact. 
We note that the proof a hove is based on Vlichael’s. In particular, the space Y and 
set S are modifications of his sets. The proof that S is U-net closed is by necessity 
entirely different however, as Michael used a mapping theorem which is not 
applicable in the non-seq .lential case. 
We have shown that 1:’ must be locally O-compact if it has the above product 
property. It follows from the next proposition that it must be locally O-subcon- 
vergent . 
Proposition 5.4. Let X bl 1 ‘p; &net space whose product with D* is an In-net space for 
all D E 0. If X is LocnlEy &compact, then X is locally fl-subconuergent. 
Proof. Let x0 q X, so tIltat X is not locally a-subconvergent at .x0. Then for all 
neighborhoods, N, of x0 N is not a-subconvergent. Let V be neighborhood of x0 so 
that fi is O-compact. Sncc a is not O-subconvergerrt, there exists 3 E C!. f: D + v 
so that f clusters at xc E v, but there are no convergent O-subnets of fi Define 
H c X x D* by H = (1 f(d), d)ld E D}. Now (x0, d*)& H, where d* is the “last 
element” of D*. Howe,,*er, (ao, d*)c I% For any neighborhood M of d’*, there e&s 
dl ED SO that Ad = {d 16 E D*, d 2 dl). If N is a neighborhood of x0, then there exists 
ith do>dl SO tha: 
nH Thus, (x ,, d*)e 
N since f clusters at .x0. Hence (f (do), G&&Z- 
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We now show that H is O-closed in X x D*. Let Y = D” 
Assume for E E 0, g: E + H and g converges to (x, y)~ X X Y. Note that f ny g = 
Ipg x = 
Case 1. y # d*. Since y is isolated in Y = D*, there exists e. E 
e a eo, n,, g(e)= y. Since f(y) =G f ny g(e)= n, g(e) for all e 9 eo, we have g(e) = 
(f (y ), y ) for all e a eo. Hence the net TT, g converges to f(y)% and x. If x #f(y), then 
there is a neighborhood N of x so that f (y ) ti N since X is Tr . Then there exists el E E 
so that for all e 2 el, n, g(e)E N. Let e2 E E with e2 2 eo, ei. Then k g(e)E N, but 
n, g(e2) = f (y)& N. This is impossible. So f (y ) = x and (.r, y) = (f(y), y )E H since 
LED. 
Case 2. y = d*. Since g converges to (x, d*)% the net 4 = & g converges to d *. 
Thus for each d ED, there exists eoE E so that Q aeo implies & g(e)e M = 
{d’ E d*ld’ 3 d} a neighborhood of d* in Y. Alsot = f fly g = n, g converges to x. So 
f4: E + X is an J2-subnet off converging io x. This is impossible by our assumption 
concerning f. Thus, Case 2 is impossible. 
Hence H is O-net closed, but not closed. But XX Y is an &net space by 
assumption. This is a contradiction. So X is locally a-subconvergent. 
As a corollary to Proposition 5.4 we can nljw give the promised result on the 
equivalence of J2-compactness and O-subconvergence. 
reposition 5.5. Let t2 consist of one cofinally well-ordered set. If X is a (locally) 
J2-compact, a-net space, then X is (locally) Jkubconuergent. 
Proof. Let 0 = {U} where D is well-ordered. Then we can assume D is a regular 
cardinal. Hence D* is a regular, T2, locally a-subconvergent f2-neighborhood 
space. By Proposition 5.2, XX D* is an O-net space. So X must be locally 
O-subconvergent by Proposition 5.4. 
Corollsty [Franklin, 61. In a sequential T2 space, countably compact implies sequen - 
tially compact. 
Thus, if In consists of orre well-ordered set, as in the sequential case, the two 
concepts are equivalent in T1 O-net spaces. By Proposition 4.2, they are net 
equivalent even if a consists of only two well-ordered sets. 
We now state the main product heorem. 
Let fl be a .cmall class of cofinally well-ordered sets. Let 
-net space. Then X is locally O-subconvergent if and only if, for e 
spac*e Y, X X Y is an O-net space. 
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“3”. Propositio ,I 5 _ 2. 
By Proposition ‘i.3, X must be locally &compact. Hence by Proposition 5.4, 
it must be locally O-sukonvergent. 
QifO . Assume n:~ inaccessible cardinals exist. Let SL be any class of cofinably 
well-ordered sets, and Pl’a regular ‘Tl O-net space. Then Xis local/y a-subconvergent 
if and only if, for every O-net space Y, X x Y is an O-net space. 
hoof. Lemma 5.3 im,lies 0 is small, 
Corollary 2. Let 0 corrsist of a finite number of cofinally well-ordered sets, and X a 
T, regular O-net space. ‘Then X is locally a subconvergent if and on/y tjP, for all 0 -net 
spaces Y, X X Y is an .&net space. 
Proof. 0 is small sime 101 C NJ. 
Corollary 3. Let J’2 consist of a cofinally well-ordered set, and X a Tl regular O-net 
space. Then X is locally O-compact if and only if, for all O-net spaces Y, X x Y isan 
0 -net space. 
Proof. Use Proposition 5.5. 
Csrollaxy 4 [Michael, 191. Let X be a regular T1 sequential space. Then for all 
sequential spaces Y, X x Y is sequential if and only if X is locally countably compact. 
Proof. Corollary 3. 
6. A product theo quotient maps 
AS we have stated, Michael [ 191 used a mapping theorem to prove his product 
theorem. A generalization of his result is possible, which also leads to a product 
theorem for In-net spaces in a special case. The proof is a straightforward 
modification of one by Whitehead [21] as modified by Michael. 
Theorem 6.1. Let X be a regular, O-net s,yace. Let f: Y + Z be a quotient map for an 
a-net space Y. If is locally O-compact, then idx x f: X x Y + X x A7 is a quotient 
map. In addition, if J2 is a small class of cofinally well-ordered sets, the converse holds, 
i.e., if i.d.x f is a quotient map for every quotient map f on an O-net space, then X is 
locally &compact. 
ichael, 191. Let X’ be a regular sequential space. Then id-x ‘x f: X X Y -+ 
x Zis a quotient map for every quotient mdp f with sequential domain if and only if X 
is locally countably compact. 
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We now obtair4 another product heorem for &net spaces. 
?$’ i;leosem 6.2. Let X be a regular, Tl locally O-compact, O-net space. Then the 
~?j “lowing are equivalent: 
)!a) X x Y is an n-net space for all O-neighborhood spaces Y, 
f b) X x Y is an O-net space for all Q-Frkhet spaces Y, and 
:.c) X X Y is an O-net space for all O-net spaces Y. 
%oof. (c)-r (b)+ (a). Clear. 
!a)+ (c) Let Y* be as in Definition 2.1. Then Y* is an &neighborhood space. So 
A’,: Y* is an &net space. But then id* x 4: X x Y* *X x Y is a quotient map by 
TT korem 6.1 since X is locally a-compact. So X x Y is an n-net space by 
Ikposition 1 S. 
3. Produets of In-neighborhood spaces 
Products of Lkneighborhood spaces are not as well behaved for general f2 as for 
tE 11: case when 0= {wg). This is shown by using the example of Proposition 4.2. 
Eklwever, one positive result is obtained. The proof is immediate. 
Prssposition 7.1. %et J2 = {D}, D a directed set. Then any finite product of a- 
n +:hborhood spaces is an O-neighborhood space. 
Pnaposition 7.2. Let X = [O, l] with the usual topology, Y = ~7, and 0 = {OO, 01). 
Tkn X and Y are &neighborhood spaces, but X x Y is not an O-net space. 
Pmof. Now X is a locally G!-compact, &neighborhood TI space, and X x wz is an 
&Get space since it is first countable. If X X& is an &net space, then by 
P;!*\bposition 5.4 X is locally a-subconvergent. But by Proposition 4.2(bj X is not a 
lc~~~~lly Jkubconvergent space. Hence X x Y is not a-net space. 
1llote that it follows by the same reasoning and Proposition 4.2(d) that [0, l] x of is 
aI\ i.uO, m2}-space if and only if the Continuum Hypothesis holds. 
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